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GREEN'S MATRICES
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1. Purpose. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate a close

but not obvious similarity between two Green's matrices due respec-

tively to W. M. Whyburn and R. H. Cole and then to apply these

matrices to the solution of a difference system.

2. Whyburn's Green's matrix. Whyburn [l] has given a Green's

matrix,

Gwix, t) = Uix)H[iU) \AUia) +  f Fis) Uis)ds\ u\t), t < x,

= - Uix)H\iU) \BUib) + f  Fis)Uis)ds 1 u\t),     t > x,

for the system,

(1) Li(F) = F'(x) + Pix)Yix) = 0,

(2) HiiY) = AYia) + BYQ/) + j    F(x) F(x)<fx = 0.

This Green's matrix yields a solution of the nonhomogeneous Li(F)

= Qix), HiiY)=D, assuming A, B, D constant nXn matrices and

P, Q, F matrices of Lebesgue summable functions. U is nonsingular

on [a, b] and Z7'(x)+P(x) t7(x) =0. The superscript / is used to indi-

cate matrix inverse as opposed to operator inverse.

Whyburn [2] has shown that if we replace the boundary condition

HiiY) =D with the more general

(3) zZ AiYidi) +  f   Fiix)Yix)dx = Du
diSq J a

where q is a first species subset of [a, b], then there are matrices

A, B, D, and E(x) such that the nonhomogeneous system associated

with (1), (2) is equivalent to this new system.

3. Cole's Green's matrix. Cole [3] has discovered that the Green's

matrix
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Gc(x, t) =  I    U(x)H2(U)dF(s)U(s)U (t), t < x,
J a

= -   f   U(x)HI2(U)dF(s)U(s)u\t),     t>x,

yields a solution of

(4) L2(Y) = Y'(x) = A(x)Y(x) + B(x),

(5) H2(Y) = 53 WhY(ak) +       W(x)Y(x)dx = D,
1 J a

while being completely determined by the homogeneous L2(Y)=0,

H2(Y) =0, a different system from (1), (2). a = ai<a2< • • • <am = b,

and F(s) is the sum of F2(s) = fraW(x)dx and the step-function Fi(s),

with Fi(a)=0 and Fi(at)-Fi(a») = Wh.

The reader will not find it unduly difficult to show that

Gc(x, t) = U(x)H\(U) T 53 WiU(ad + f W(s) U(s)ds]ui(i),     t <x,

= - U(x)H[(U)\ Y,WiU(ax) + f W(s)U(s)ds~\ u\t),

t > X,

where ap^t^aP+i.

-4. Careful examination of Whyburn's results [2] reveals that for

each system (4), (5) there are several equivalent systems of the type

Li(Y) =Q(x), Hi(Y) =D. One of particular interest is found by defin-

ing R(x) = ^2{WiA(x) on dj<x^aj+i, so that

/• 6 m—1    j n aj+l

I    R(x)Y(x)dx = 53 23 Wi I        [Y'(x) - B(x)]dx
" a j—1  i-1 J aj

m—l     j

= 11 Wi[Y(aJ+i) - Y(a,)]

m—l     j /• Oj+i

-HTWij       B(x)dx

= - 53 WiY(ai) + 53 WiY(b)
1 1

m—l     y /» aj+l

-HTWij        B(x)dx.
y=l i=i «/0y
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System (4), (5) is now seen to be equivalent to the system which re-

sults from replacing the boundary condition HiiY) =D by

m /* b

S3iY) = zZ WiYib) + I    [Wix) - Rix)]Yix)dx = D

(6) ' J'
m—\    j r. ay+i

+ zZzZWi\        Bix)dx,

which is a special case of Whyburn's endpoint-integral condition.

It can be shown that Whyburn's Green's matrix for ii(F)=0,

HsiY)=0 is given by

Gw(x,t) = Uix)HliU)\   f  Wix)Uix)dx + £ WtU(fld

- E WiUil)~\ U'it),       t < x,

i    r cb m
= - Uix)HtiU)\        Wix)Uix)dx+zZWiUiai)

+ 1Z WiUitU U'it),       t > x,

which, since (1), (6) and (4), (5) are equivalent, also provides the

solution of (4),  (5).

It is noteworthy that Gw and Gc share the discontinuity

G(x, x_) — G(x, x+) = E

along the line x = t, and, while Gw is otherwise continuous on [a, b]

X[a, b], Gc has discontinuities along the lines t = ai, ■ ■ • , am, given

by Gcix, a^)— Gc(x, a„~) = Uix)HliU)Wh, where we interpret Gc(x, af)

and Gcix, a%) as 0. The terms + zZiWiUit), which in Gw absorb those

latter mentioned discontinuities of Gc, are readily seen to be the only

actual difference between Gw and Gc.

5. The difference system. Several authors, including Whyburn [4],

have given Green's matrices which yield the solution of the dif-

ference system

(7) iYi+i - Yt)/ixi+i - xt) = RiYi + St,       i = 1, 2, • • • , m - 1,

(8) AY0+ BYm = C.

A boundary condition more nearly analogous to HiiY)=D or (5)

is
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(9) ff,(F) = E^Fy=C.
o

The system (7), (9) is more complex, and we now offer a theorem

which will bring the powerful theory of Whyburn (Cole) to bear on

this system.

Suppose that for 0^z,^xi+i —x,-, the matrix ZiRi+E is nonsingu-

lar. Let Uo = E and for i>0,

o

Ui =    IJ    [(Xy+i — X})Rj + E],
y=»-i

and assume "^qAjUj is nonsingular (necessary and sufficient for the

uniqueness of solution of (7),  (9)).

Theorem. 1/ P*(x) = -i?,[(x-xI)i?,+£]7 and

Q*(x) = - Ri[(x - Xi)Ri + E]'(x - Xi)Si + Si

/or Xi^x^Xi+i, then the Whyburn's Green's matrix /or

(10) Y*'(x) + P*(x) Y*(x) = 0,

m

(11) H*(Y*) = 53 AjY*(xJ) = 0
0

yields the unique solution Y* o/

Y*'(x) + P*(x)Y*(x) = Q*(x),

m

H*(Y*) = T,A,Y*(x) = C
0

and Y(= Y*(x() is the unique solution o/ (7), (9).

Remark. The requirement that ZtRt+E be nonsingular is not so

restrictive as it may appear. If, for example, (7), (9) is an approxima-

tion to a system such as (1), (2), with (after Whyburn [4])

/xi+l
P(x)dx/(xi+i — Xi),

-i

then the required nonsingularity is automatic for sufficiently fine sub-

division of [a, b].

Proof of Theorem. Let

Y*(x) = Yt + [F,V1 - Yi](x - Xi)/(xi+i - xd

= [(x - x,)Ri + E] Yi +(x- x,)S{
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so that Y*'ix)=RtYi + Si on x,^x<x,+i. Solving for F*, we get

Yi = [ix - x,)Ri + £]'F*(x) - [(x - x,)Ri + E]\x - x,-)5,-

so that

Y*'ix) = Ri[ix - x,)Ri + E]'Y*ix)

- R([ix - x,)Ri + E]'ix - Xi)Si + Si,

which is to say that Y*' +P* Y* = Q*.

If
0

U*ix) = [ix - Xi)Ri + £]   II  [Rixj+i - x-i) + E]
i-i-i

on Xi^x<xi+i, then Z7*'(x)+P*(x) £/*(x) =0 and U* is nonsingular

an [a, b], and £/*(*,-)= Ut so that det[H*iU*)]=det[zZoAjUj]^Q
which implies the incompatibility of the homogeneous system, and is

sufficient for the existence of Whyburn's Green's matrix for (10), (11).

One easily verifies that F,= F*(x.) is the required solution of (7),

(9), and this completes the proof.

Remark. One can show that if xs^t<xs+i and xtgx<xt+i, then

Gwix, t) = [ix - xt)Ri + E]Gu[ix.+i - x,)Rs + £][(/ - xe)R, + E]'

- [(x - Xi)Ri + E]UiHliU) zZ Aj,
o

(where G,, is a difference Green's matrix yielding solution of (7), (9))

holds for all (x, t) except on the interiors of triangles with vertices

of the form {(x,-, xi), (xt+1, x1+i), (x,+i, x.)}.

The author regrets that he is able to establish the above assertion

only after a laborious computation, which does not seem appropriate

for inclusion here. The above-mentioned Green's matrix is

Gu = £ UiH\iU)AjUjU\+i, i > s,
j-0

- jt  UiHliU)AjUjUl+i,       i^s,
y=«+i

and it is this writer's intention to make known certain interesting

properties of this matrix at a later date.
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THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF A CLASS OF
NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS1

DONALD S. COHEN

We shall study the asymptotic behavior for t—»oo of solutions of

the following nonlinear differential equation:

(1) u"+/(t,u)=0.

We suppose that/(/, u) satisfies the following conditions:

r\-\:/(t, u) is continuous in D: /^0, — °o <u< °o.

H-2: The derivative/„ exists on D and satisfies /u(t, w)>0 on D.

H-3: \/(t, u(t))\ £/„(*, 0)\u(t)\ on D.

An important class of functions /(t, u) which satisfy conditions

H-l, 2, 3 is the class of twice continuously differentiable functions

/(t, u) which are odd and strictly monotone in u with /uu^0 for

u < 0 and /«„ ^ 0 for u > 0. Nonlinear eigenvalue problems involving

this class of functions have been studied extensively by G. H.

Pimbley [l].

For the case/(/, u) = +t"un, R. Bellman [2] has given an exhaustive

treatment of the asymptotic behavior of proper solutions (i.e., solu-

tions which exist and have continuous derivatives for t~^t0). For the

case /(t, u) =a(t)u2n+1 several results on asymptotic behavior exist

depending on properties of a(t). References can be found in the papers

of P. Waltman [3] and R. A. Moore and Z. Nehari [4].

Our basic result is that there exist solutions of (1) which approach

those of w" = 0. More precisely, we prove the
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